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Abstract: 
This article proposes a conceptual model that factors external and internal drivers behind external 
perceptions in IR and allows to trace their interaction across geographical distances argued by social 
identity theory (Moles and Rohmer, 1978) and evolution across historical distances defined by 
historical geography (Braudel, 1989). This article used the case of Canada s perceptions of the EU to 
demonstrate the model in action and trace the ‘mental mapping  (Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland, 
2014) of the EU s images through the perceptions of EU-Canada relation over time. Informed by the 
tripartite paradigm of the influential factors behind external perceptions of the EU: endogenous, 
exogenous and global (Tsuruoka, 2006; Chaban and Magdalina, 2014), the article offers a model that 
goes beyond this logic in an innovative way. It considers a geo-temporal matrix of vantage points that 
shape perceptions. To demonstrate the model in action, this article reviews existing research on 
perceptions of the EU in Canada focusing on the key works and their findings in this field over the last 
decade. 
Key words: the EU, Canada, EU-Canada relations, evolution of perceptions, geo-temporal matrix of 
perceptions 
Introduction 
The story of Canada-EU relations may be told from different standpoints. For some 
scholars understanding of this relationship is ultimately about a story of strategic 
partnership, transatlantic alliance, as well as trade and investments. This article takes 
on board these considerations yet proposes a different way to think about this 
relationship  through a range of meanings attached to the relationship between the 
EU and Canada by actors inside Canada (local establishment, leading media and 
general public). The article focuses on an in e face be een he oli ical imagination 
of eo le, info ma ion flo , blic ea oning and go e nmen  olicie  (Ho b k, 
2017, p. 25) dissected through a prism of images and perceptions of the EU in Canada.  
The paper goes beyond the description of perceptions and proposes a comprehensive 
model to explain perceptions of the relationship between the EU and a third country. 
 
1 The author would like express gratitude to the Jean Monnet Network on EU-Canada Relations: The EU and 
Canada in Dialogue for supporting research workshop Ne  O o ni ie  fo  he EU-Canada Strategic 
Pa ne hi  at TU Darmstadt, Germany. Special thanks go to my co-editor and co-organiser of the workshop 
Professor Michèle Knodt of Technical University Darmstadt; all participants of the workshop for their useful 
feedback; Antoine Rayroux for his review during the workshop; and to the anonymous reviewer who helped to 
finalize this paper. 
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The tripartite paradigm of the factors informs this research initially: endogenous 
(triggered by actions undertaken by the local, third country actors, without the EU  
engagement), exogenous ( igge ed b  he EU  ac ion  i ho  in ol emen  of he 
third country) and global ( igge ed b  ac o  o ide of he EU  and he hi d 
co n  con ol) ( ee T oka, 2006; Chaban and Magdalina, 2014). The paper adds 
to this model innovatively, by theorizing instances when interaction between the EU 
and a hi d co n  i  a d i e  behind an image. The a e  engage  i h he men al 
ma  heo i a ion (Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland, 2014) and proposes to track images 
of EU-thi d co n  in e ac ion  along a e  of geog a hical and hi o ical di ance . 
The imagina  geog a hie , a anged in a a ic la  a e n i h he hi d co n  in 
the core, echo the logic of endogenous and exogenous factors, yet the article offers a 
model that goes beyond this logic. The model considers images of the EU in location-, 
region-, EU-specific and global ace  h o gh he fil e  of EU relations with Canada 
in the respective positions. This nuanced accounting for perceptions of the EU is 
complemented by a temporal dimension: the paper examines the impact of long-, 
medium- and short-term historical influences on perceptions.  
The intersection of geographical and historical distances creates a matrix, and each 
cell  in hi  geo-temporal matrix becomes a different vantage point to understand how 
the EU is perceived in a third country. According to Chaban and Zhabotynska (2018), 
De ending on he an age oin , he meaning a igned o each o he  o  he e cei ed 
relationship between the two in the areas of political, economic, social or normative 
e change  ill a . Pe ce ion  a e h  in e e ed a  a com le  relational concept 
( ee al o Chaban and O Lo ghlin, 2018). Con ide ed in e e al ecen  die  of EU 
external perceptions (Chaban and Chaban, 2018; Chaban and Knodt, 2020), this 
model is applied here to trace and explain perceptions of the EU in Canada and their 
evolution over time. This is where the article contributes. 
The article starts with detailing the theoretical model and follows with a brief 
description of the method. The study then analyses perceptions of the EU in Canada 
following the logic of the geo- em o al ma i . The d  finding  reveal national vs. 
global end  and o o ni ie  fo  he EU  leade hi  o ad ance i  di lomac  
o a d  Canada and e i i  he EU  image and c edibili  in Canada. The concl ding 
summary maps the evolving images of the EU in Canada and elaborates what they may 
mean for Canada-EU relations. The conclusion discusses how the awareness of the 
evolution of images may point to the areas where the EU could exercise the most 
impact in its relations with Canada.  
Theoretical framework 
As Fisher (1997, . 4) no e , in e na ional ela ion  e ol e a o nd in e la  of image  
(see also Movahedi, 1985; Herrmann et al., 1997). The latter emerge from subjective 
e ce ion and econ c ion of he objec i e in e na ional eali  (Movahedi, 1985, 
p. 3). Relevant literature argues the interplay of factors that are critical to reconstruct 
an image of that reality: (1) exogenous (EU), (2) endogenous (third country), and (3) 
global factors (Tsuruoka, 2006; Chaban and Magdalina, 2014). In the core of this 
model is differentiation between internal and external factors that impact images. For 
some time, relevant literature on perceptions has focused on the EU-specific actions as 
a driver behind perceptions almost exclusively (e.g. the impact of EU enlargement, 
failed Constitutional Treaty, Eurozone debt crisis or Brexit, among many examples). 




con c  ha  i  ha ed no  onl  b  ha  he EU doe  o  a  i e ec i e of he hi d 
country actions (exogenous factors, according to Tsuruoka). For example, elections of 
a local governement may trigger a foreign policy with a particular vision of Europe/the 
EU. As such, what the third country actors do or say  independently from the EU  
may also influence the image of the EU (the so-called endogenous factors). Chaban and 
Magdalina (2014) empirically tested and statistically proved another factor  global 
impacts. In this case, global scale events and actors on the global stage influence EU 
images: EU e ce ion  ill inevitably relate to understandings of global trends, 
geo oli ical con e  and economic in e de endencie  (Chaban et al., 2018b, p. 13). 
Im o an l , nei he  he hi d co n  no  he EU  ac ion  a e he main igge  of 
EU images in this case. For example, UN climate conventions influence how the EU is 
imagined around the world. 
The original model by Tsuruoka (2006), and its later elaboration by Chaban and 
Magdalina (2014), stresses the actor dimension and is not clear about scenarios when 
the EU and a third country are interacting. When interactions are in view, is it 
endogenous or exogenous influence? Keeping the notion of interaction in mind, this 
paper proposes a new model that outlines a set of vantage points to understand 
perceptions of the EU when interactions are involved. In totality, these vantage points 
b ild a d namic men al ma  (Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland, 2014) for charting the 
images of the EU in a third country (Table 1). 
The fi  elemen  of he model deal  i h imagina  geog a hie  of he EU-third 
country interactions. The imaginary geographies are not random. They are argued to 
be arranged in concentric circles, with the Self at the core of it. This vision is informed 
b  he ocial iden i  heo  of men  hell  (Mole  and Rohme , 1978). Ci ed b  
Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland in their cognitive mapping model, this theory argues a 
e ie  of ci cle  o gani ed a o nd he indi id al ha  define he le el of kno ledge of 
different places. In this theory, closer spaces are the best known  (2014, p. 46). 
Imaginary geographical distances are expected to influence the images of the EU 
de ending on hei  di ance o i ion : hi d co n  (Canada)-, region-, the EU-, and 
finally world-focused.  
Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland (2014) also attract attention to the importance of 
em o al di ance . G ided b  B a del  i ion on hi o ical distances in terms of long-
, medium- and short-term temporalities (Braudel, 1989), studies of perceptions of the 
EU are increasingly engaging with historical dimension (e.g. Chaban and Chaban, 
2018). The incorporation of the temporal dimension allows tracking the evolution of 
images of the EU and EU-Canada interactions in Canada and argues a historical 
position to be yet another key driver to understand images of the EU when it interacts 
with the third countries. Intersections between geographical and historical distances 
allow this article to argue a relational character of EU perceptions, especially in the 
case of EU-Canada interactions.  
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Table 1: Analytical geo-temporal matrix  



















Canada-focused    
Region-focused    
EU-focused    
World-focused    
Method 
To demonstrate the model in action, this article reviews existing research on 
perceptions of the EU in Canada undertaken over time. Keeping in mind a relatively 
small pool of studies of the EU perceptions in Canada, this article consults the key 
works in this field over the last decade: Croci and Tossutti (2007a,b), Gänzle and 
Retzlaff (2008), Retzlaff and Gänzle (2008), Rayroux (2018), Chaban, Kelly and 
Rayroux (2018), and the latest research in the field (in the context of Brexit) by 
Hurrelmann (2018, 2020). It also engages with the primary datasets from the 2015 
e ea ch Anal i  of EU olicie  ab oad and EU global e ce ion  in he EU  en 
strategic partners (a project commissioned by the EEAS and run by a consortium of 
three research centres (PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015)). Canada was one of the ten 
countries studied in it. The article also consults Eurobarometer survey Future of 
Europe — Views from outside the EU  conducted in 2017 (run in 11 non-EU countries, 
including Canada) (European Commission, 2017). Finally, the findings of the Canada-
centered IPSOS public opinion survey was also considered (IPSOS, 2016). 
Findings 
Canada-focused 
With the EU being a relatively young historical phenomenon, the long-term historical 
influences (over centuries) have to deal i h he no ion of E o e . Canada  hi o  
features major influences by the two European colonial powers  the UK and France. 
The consequences of their expansion overseas have been, and will be, intrinsically 
woven into the identity narratives of Canada  be they cultural, political, linguistic, 
administrative or normative (see Chaban et al., 2018a). Canada of the 21st century is a 
co n  c i icall  e i i ing he E o ean cha e  in i  hi o . I  o-actively 
acknowledges the indigenous legacy and supports its First Nations as co-contributor 
and co-shapers of the national identity and narratives. Arguably, the vision of Europe 
in this intersection of geographical and historical distances is ambivalent. It is difficult 
o den  E o e  fo nda ional influences on the present-day Canadian society. Yet, the 
reflection on the role of European powers in this context comes in through a critical 




Adding to the ambivalence is another century-old influence coming from Europe  the 
legac  of he o Wo ld Wa . Bo h a  e e of E o ean o igin , e  Canada had 
stepped in and sacrificed its people and resources. One key outcome of these historical 
decisions was a growing identity of an independent Canada  a sense of nationhood 
(Retzlaff and Gänzle, 2007, p. 72) and a self- i ion of a middle o e  anding on i  
own in the world (Haws, 1984; Cooper et al., 1993; Nossal, 2010; see also Zyla, 2019, 
in this Special Issue). This may mean a more positive self-reflection in relation to 
E o e, e  he a ma ind ced b  he o a  ca  he image of he old con inen .  
Kee ing in mind Canada  ac ifice  o E o e of a , i  o ld be na al o expect 
ha  E o e of eace  eme ging af e  WWII o ld be o ed b  Canada 
enthusiastically. Yet, the early mid-term visions on integrating Europe were lukewarm, 
oscillating between indifferent and negative (Croci and Tossutti, 2007, p. 288). Canada 
had an uneasy feeling towards he in eg a ion ini ia i e  ( ecificall  he UK  
accession) fretting trade threats. Nevertheless, the initially suspicious attitude did not 
preclude Canada from obtaining the diplomatic accreditation to Brussels as early as 
1960 (Rayroux, 2018).  
Parallel to the progress of the European integration project, Canada went through its 
own political evolutions in the last half a century. A Western liberal democracy, Canada 
draws its leadership from two leading parties  Liberals and Conservatives. Since the 
inception of the European integration project, these parties took turns in leading the 
country while displaying different patterns in attitudes and visions of foreign policy, 
with Conservative leaders typically prioritizing relations with the US (for 
comprehensive analysis of the perceptions of the European integration among 
Canadian establishment, see Hurrelmann, 2018, 2020). It is important to stress that 
the distinction between Conservatives and Liberals in Canada is not as profound as it 
is in the US between the Republican and Democratic parties. Overall, there is still quite 
a strong strain of liberal internationalism that runs within both the main parties, and 
Conservative governments have also prioritized building relationships with other 
actors beyond the US, especially in the Americas, but also China. As such, visions of 
the EU as a priority of Canadian foreign policy may correlate with the visions of the 
party leading the government to some extent, and are seemingly in flux over time.  
In the mid-term flow (the 1980s and early 1990s), the lack of enthusiasm from the 
business sector continued and tensions emerged following a series of trade disputes  
(Rayroux, 2018, p. 58). This period featured some aggravations in EU-Canada 
relations which have impacted the perceptions (see Bernard-Meunier, 2006; Croci and 
Tossutti, 2007ab; Hurrelmann, 2018; Rayroux, 2018; Verdun, 2019 (in this Special 
Issue)). Among others, the aggravations included the vestiges of the EU  Common 
Agricultural Policy (CAP), he EU  ban on eal od c  and fur sales, and the conflicts 
over fisheries in the North Atlantic. They were compounded by multilateral-level 
clashes (e.g. Canada  o o i ion o the EU  bid for permanent observer status in the 
Arctic Council in 2009 or Canada  pulling out from the Kyoto agreement in 2011). Yet, 
the short-term history saw a revivial of the EU-Canada cooperation in the multilateral 
climate realm (see Bendiek and Schenuit, 2019, in this Special Issue). 
The short-term frame is marked by the general public perceptions of the EU as an 
industrial power. The trading power of the EU is the most commonly mentioned as the 
main asset of the EU by respondents of the Eurobarometer survey (2017). Perhaps 
unsurprisingly then, this time period is also marked by in two main advances in the EU-
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Canada relations: the launch of the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement 
(CETA) (advocated by Canada) and a new Canada-EU Strategic Partnership 
Agreement (SPA) (advocated by the EU) (see Knodt and Chaban (2019) and Verdun 
(2019) in this Special Issue). The final ratification of the CETA has not yet taken place, 
but it is provisionally in force. The SPA  a more politically oriented agreement  came 
into force in 2016. For Verdun (2009, p.20, in hi  S ecial I e), the eventual 
combination of the CETA and the SPA became the most comprehensive agreement 
between the EU and Canada to date, including many different dimensions (political, 
economic, strategic, security, judicial, environmental and social)  ( ee al o Bendiek et 
al., 2018). Hurrelmann (2018, 2020) argued that this positive course in perceptions 
has been supported by election (in 2015) of the Liberal Party under Justin Trudeau. 
Unde  he T dea  admini a ion (Trudeau was re-elected in 2019), the EU and 
Canada have managed to alleviate the above-mentioned conflicts. As such, the 
ambivalent image of the EU remains on the short-term historical plane, yet a positive 
tenor seems to lead in the perceptions of the EU in Canada in the most recent years.  
Research by Rayroux (2018) supports this sentiment and reports more recent positive 
views ha ed b  Canadian eli e  a  ell a  within the general public. In the former 
case, the interviews with business and political elites demonstrated that CETA is seen 
as the key central issue for EU-Canada relations. It strengthened the principal image 
of the EU as a trading actor able to speak with a unified voice (in this case, in bilateral 
or multilateral trade negotiations). Finally, Canadian elites saw CETA as a less 
contentious trade agreement than NAFTA or TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership). 
Rayroux cited two reasons of the caution about these two trading agreements: 
Canadian  fea ed he dominan  o e  of he US o  he i k of lo e ed anda d  b  
Me ico o  A ian co n ie  (2018, . 63). In con a , The b and E o e   i  e  
ong he e  (a Canadian think tank cited by Rayroux, 2018, p. 63). The EEAS-
commissioned public opinion poll in Canada in 2015 found that trade was the area 
he e ela ion  i h Canada e e een b  he blic a  being he mo  ominen . 
58.2 per cent of he e onden  ag eed  o  ongl  ag eed  i h he a emen  ha  
the EU was an important trade partner for Canada, and 48.8 per cent that the EU was 
an im o an  in e o  in Canada  (Rayroux, 2018, p. 63). In the Canadian prestigious 
o la  media trade was the second most visible economic issue. Overall, 49 articles 
mentioned EU trade policy, 37 of which addressed the issue of CETA. Because of CETA, 
trade was also the topic that had the most local resonance in the Canadian print media: 
43 per cent of the articles with a local resonance (93 a icle  in o al) conce ned CETA  
(Rayroux, 2018, p. 63). 
Finall , Canada  long-, mid- and short-term perceptions of Europe/the EU, are 
influenced by the logic of provinces: he fede al and egional na e of Canada 
influences images and perceptions of the EU, because of specific geographic, historic, 
economic o  c l al fea e  of he co n  a io  egion  (Rayroux, 2018, p. 71). 
According to Ra o  d  of eli e o inion in Canada, Q ebec i  being een a  ha ing 
a strong appetite for European  rather than just French  culture, followed by 
Ontario, while Central or Western provinces were seen as more distant and less 
conce ned  (2018, . 71). Ra o  e ea ch al o fo nd ha  e ce ion  of he CETA 






A ical defini ion of egion  foc e  on he immedia e geog a h , i.e. e ce ion  of 
he EU h o gh he len e of Canada  ela ion  i h he US. Ho e e , he e ie  of 
existing lite a e on Canada  e ce ion  on he EU oin  o o o he  imagina  
egion  in he men al ma ing of Canada, namel  NATO and he Common eal h. 
Different visions of the EU and Canada-EU relations emerge in the respective 
imagina  egion .  
Region 1 T e N  A e ca   
Acco ding o C oci and To i (2007, . 289), Canada  a i de  o he EU a e 
best understood when seen against the background of its evolving relations with the 
USA . Canada canno  escape  its geography and the US as its neighbour. 
Un i ingl , i h he US being a egional hegemon, Canada  economic 
dependency on the US is much stronger than on the EU (see Verdun (2019) and Zyla 
(2019) in this Special Issue). In the long-term frame, the extended negotiations with 
he US on he Canadian bo de  ha ed he i ion ha  i  , Canada  vs. ha  i  
hem, he US  feeding in o he na ion-building discourse. The negotiations, ongoing 
since the 18th century and lasting to the start of the 20th century (with some remaining 
disputed territories in the 21st century) list a number of treaties struck between the US 
and a European actor, the UK. The latter aimed to secure as much territory for its North 
American British colonies as possible (arguably, adding to a positive perception of 
Europe, through the UK lense). Moreover, many of these treaties took place in Europe, 
traditionally seen as a location with a diplomatic cache and established authority in 
negotiations.  
In the mid-term imef ame, Canada  elations with the US is one of the reasons why 
he Canadian go e nmen  ho ed ome nea e i h he oce  of E o ean 
in eg a ion f om i  e  beginning  (C oci and To sutti, 2007, p. 289). According to 
he e chola , Canada  efe ence fo  he No h-Atlantic-wide free trade using the 
NATO frameworks clashed with the European Common Market limited to some 
E o ean  membe  onl . The f ac e  in Alliance mean  o Canada he inc ea e and 
en enchmen  of he g o ing economic de endence on he US ma ke  (Croci and 
Tossutti, 2007, p. 289). As mentioned above, Conservative leaders of Canada have a 
tendency to favour closer relations with the US. The mid-term timeframe features 
many examples of it (e.g. North America-focused FTAs of CUSFTA or NAFTA initiated 
by the Conservative governments) (Hurrelmann, 2018, 2020). In another example, 
Canada under the Conservative leadership stepped out of Kyoto protocol (see Bendiek 
and Schuneit, 2019, p.51, in this Special Issue), mi o ing he US  stance on climate 
multilateralism. Having said that, the EU is often seen as a needed counterbalance to 
Canada  hea  o ien a ion o a d  he US in i  fo eign and ading olicie  (Re laff 
and G n le, 2008). S ill, Canada  economic de endenc  on he US and he b ead h 
and depth of the myriads of US-Canada connections cannot be underestimated. The 
US has been and will remain in the main focus of the Canadian foreign policy 
irrespective of political leanings of its governments.  
The post-Cold War unilateral world order under the US leadership and the current 
status of the US as a global heavy hitter  ha e lef  an im in  on Canada  che  
al a  in he hado  of he US, incl ding in he ela ion  i h he EU. Ra o  (2018, 
p. 67) brings an example from the 2016 EU Global St a eg  he e Canada is never 
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mentioned as a standalone strategic partner, but always in conjunction with the US, 
bo h being a  of ha  he EU de c ibe  a  he A lan ic   one of he EU  im o an  
coo e a i e egional o de . A  ch, he EU i  een as a somewhat ignorant, if not 
inattentive partner for Canada, not being able to remember Canada or appreciate its 
difference with the US. Here the self-images of Canada vis-à-vis the US and Europe 
are important to mention. Croci and Tossutti (2007, p. 309) mentioned that 
Canadian   eem o belie e ha  Canadian and E o ean al e  and in e e  a e 
mo e akin han ho e be een Canada and he USA, and E o e and he USA . 
Rayroux (2018, p. 67) echoes this view citing Adams (2003) and Jones & Kilgour 
(2007): Canadian and US o la ion  inc ea ingl  di e ge in e m  of c l al al e , 
Canada becoming mo e o mode n han he US . 
In the short-time f ame, Canada  neighbou  ended i h T m  admini a ion i h 
its nea  o i ion o a d  B el . T m  kepticism towards the project of 
European integration has not rubbed off the current Canadian administration led by 
T dea  fo  he econd e m. Canada  e en -day relations with the EU are mutually 
cordial and advanced (with CETA and SPA being the most telling examples). The two 
ag eemen  i h he EU can be in e e ed a  Canada  e on e  o he nce ain  
facing global multilateralism (see Rayroux, 2019, in this Special Issue) vis-à-vis the 
US  e ea  f om he le-based international order. 
Region 2: T a a a c // NATO  
The an a lan ic  imagina  egion link  Canada, he US and he EU/E o e in he 
context of security. According to Hurrelmann (2018, 2020), the EU is not seen in 
Canada as a leading global security actor. Rayroux echoes this observation  he sums 
 he main finding  of he 2015 e  no ing ha  he Canadian blic a  he EU  
performance lagging behind the US and the UN in terms of security such as 
peacekeeping operations, military operations or the fight against terrorism  (2018, . 
68). Nevertheless, EU states are seen as important and valuable security partners to 
Canada when they are members in NATO. Significantly, Canada has o ed NATO  
international multilateral framework enthusiastically from the onset of this 
organization, and it remains a pro-active and committed member (for comprehensive 
review of Canada-NATO relations and relevant literature, see Leuprecht and Hamilton, 
2019, in this Special Issue). Pe ha  n i ingl , Canada  elf-images in this region 
are of a capable and valued actor.  
Positioned vis-à-vis Canada  elf-images in the mid- and short-term timeframe, 
images of the EU ranged from neutral (a sui generis actor who is not a major security 
actor in the world) to positive (specifically, through EU member states who are NATO 
members). This analysis adds that the latest NATO Summit in London in December 
2019 demonstrated closeness between the Canadian PM Trudeau and its European 
counterparts. This was observed even on a benign level  in an infamous episode at the 
mmi  o ening ece ion, J in T dea , appeared to be joking about Donald 
T m  i h he UK  PM Bo i  John on, F ench P e iden  Emman el Mac on, D ch 
PM Mark Rutte and Princess Anne, triggering President T m  f io  eac ion 
(Wintour and Manson, 2019). 
I ag a  Reg  3: C ea  
In addition, Canada sees itself as a part of a different geopolitical historical region  a 




the field of perceptions of the EU in Canada, not that the UK has had a special impact 
on he image  of E o e and he EU, a  ell a  Canada  ela ion  i h E o e. In he 
long-term timeframe, Canada was titled  and saw itself  a  B i i h No h Ame ica  
(or as Retzlaff and Gänzle put it, Canada was viewed and treated as Great B i ain  
little North American co in  (2007, p. 72)). A particular self-image of an important 
and privileged member of the Commonwealth followed this special status. Yet, these 
special ties were tested in the 1960s-70s, when the UK decided to join the EEC (see 
also Croci and Tossutti, 2007). This mid-term development meant a stop to Canada  
preferential trading relations with the UK and this was seen in a negative way. Consider 
that in 1948, 22 per cent of Canadian experts went to the UK vs. early 1970s when only 
7 per cent went to the UK (with 6 per cent more going to the six countries forming the 
EC) (Croci and Tossutti, 2007, pp. 289-290). Ye , a olonged e iod of he UK  
accession to the EU presented Canada with an opportunity to revisit the logic and 
perceived priority of the special trading links with the UK. Canada had recognized that 
ing all its egg  in one ba ke  ade-wise is a risky strategy (that also included trade 
with the US) and e onded i h i  i ion of he third o ion  hich mean  a b oad 
and proactive diversification of its trade in general (see Verdun (2019, p.53) in this 
Special Issue, citing Mace and Hervouet, 1989).  
Despite the broadening of the group of its leading trading partners, Canada had 
continued to see the UK as a close and natural contact for Canada within the Union in 
trading and securi  e m . D ing B i ain  47-year tenure in the EU, the UK has been 
and has been seen as the leading trading partner for Canada within the EU 
(Hurrelmann 2018, 2020). I  a  een and ed a  a ing boa d  fo  Canadian 
businesses and investments to reach continental Europe. The UK, an ardent supporter 
of the free trade, had an image of an EU member states who can relate to the value 
Canada assigns to free trade. According to Hurrelmann (2018, 2020), in security field, 
the UK is seen a valuable ally within NATO. Cultural and intellectual ties between 
Canada and the UK have been unwaveringly strong. Moreover, the UK has retained a 
leading position in being a source and a supplier of information about the European 
project. The English-language news media in Canada has traditionally used the UK 
sources to report the EU (in addition to the US sources) (Chaban et al., 2018a; Gänzle 
and Retzlaff, 2008; Retzlaff and Gänzle, 2008). The French news sources are used 
heavily only by the Quebec media (Rayroux, 2018). 
The short-term event of Brexit presented Canada with a somewhat unexpected 
situation. According to Hurrelmann  com ehen i e anal i  of e ce ion  of the EU 
in Canada in the context of Brexit (2018, 2020), Brexit has triggered certain 
politicization of views inside the Canadian establishment. Former Conservative leader 
Andrew Scheer, stated his support of Brexit  first in a 2016 op-ed in the National Post 
prior to the referendum (Sheer, 2016) and then later in a series of statements in 2018 
(Rab on, 2018). Thi  i  a ne  end in Canada  e ce ion  of he EU, and ome hing 
to be explored in the future, when Brexit is finalized. Importantly, it remains to be seen 
how many Conservatives subscribed to this view. The general public opinion also 
remains unclear. Hurrelmann (2018, 2020) cites the 2016 Ipsos Mori public opinion 
survey: when asked if Brexit was the right or the wrong decision for Canada, 61 per 
cent of e onden  o ed fo  he don  kno  e l . 
  




On a long-term plane, Europe  as a wider concept with centuries of cultural and 
civilizational cache  emain  a o e f l efe ence fo  he Canadian ocie . A Ne  
Wo ld  co n , Canada a ecia e  inn me able connec ing link  o he old  
continent, with the UK and France being the two main historical impacts. Keeping in 
mind these historical links, it is interesting to see the results of the 2015 study of 
perceptions of the EU vis-à-vis Europe (PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015). It showed that the 
most visible themes assigned to the no ion of E o e  b  he Canadian e able e  
were economy followed by social and cultural issues. These themes were mentioned 
more often than politics, unlike in the articles covering the EU. The same study found 
that such themes as research, science and technology, as well as energy were covered 
more often in article mentioning Europe than in articles mentioning the EU. According 
to the report, these media profiles correlate with the public opinion traced in the 
nation-scale survey: in Canada, e pondents associated areas as economy and politics 
first and foremost with the EU, whereas they more often linked culture, sports and 
cience o E o e  (PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015, online). E o e  co e age in he leading 
press was found to be more balanced and also more neutral in evaluations than the 
coverages of the EU: some 4 per cent of all articles mentioning Europe were positive, 
another 4 per cent were negative, whereas the majority was neutral 
(PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015, online). In contrast, the EU was consistently framed more 
negatively than Europe (22 per cent of the total coverage), but also had more articles 
with positive evaluations (11 per cent). 
The mid-term frame, which coincides with the beginning of the European integration 
process, sees a roller-coaster of attitudes towards the EU and a range of perceptions. 
While the initial moves by six European states to create the ECSC were perceived with 
relative indifference in Canada (see Croci and Tossutti, 2007), their decision to expand 
by accepting the UK in o he cl b  igge ed a nega i e reaction in Canada. Yet, a 
pragmatic sentiment has overcome the initial panic, and Canada has initiated closer 
relations with the EC as early as only one year after the Treaty of Rome was signed in 
1957 (Retzlaff and Gänzle, 2008, p. 72). 
As mentioned above, in the 1970s-90 , a n mbe  of he EU  olicie   mainly in the 
realm of trade  triggered negative images of the European project in Canada. Among 
the policies seen to hurt Canada are the CAP, which Canada has opposed openly and 
vocally (Croci and Tossutti, 2007a), as well as the conflicts over fisheries in the North 
A lan ic o  he EU  ban on f  ale  (Ra o , 2018). The e ho n  in e ac ion  ha e 
impacted perceptions as noted by Woods and Verdun (2010, pp. 12-13) in their review 
of literature on EU-Canada relations published between 1982 and 2010. Citing Croci 
and Tossutti (2007b) and Bernard-Meunier (2006), they noted that the relevant 
blica ion  gge  ha  Canadian  belie e ha  E o ean  o e e trade distorting 
measures (e.g. agricultural subsidies), engage in overfishing in international waters, 
have too much bureaucracy and overly rigid labour markets, and should get over their 
di like fo  gene icall  modified food , eal od c  and f . 
Despite these challenges, Canada pursued a dialogue with the EU in the trade field: 
Framework Agreement for Commercial and Economic Cooperation was signed in 1976. 
It was the first formal cooperation agreement that the EC had ever made with an 
industrialized country (Verdun, 2019, in this Special Issue). Importantly, the preamble 




affinity and shared aspirations which unite Canada and the countries of the European 
Comm ni ie  (Agreement 1976 cited by Retzlaff and Gänzle, 2008). This formulation 
reveals a neutral-to-positive view of the EU in the mid-term flow while linking to the 
long-term cultural legacies. In addition to the economy-related agreement of 1976, the 
EU struck in 1990 a Declaration on Transatlantic Relations with Canada. Its 
framework aimed to increase and diversify EU-Canada contacts and came with a 
mechanism of regular meetings at the Summit and Ministerial level (Retzlaff and 
Gänzle, 2008). 
The beginning of the 21st century came with a number of big moves in the EU  the 
introduction of the Schengen zone, the Euro currency and the Big Bang  Enlargement. 
These moves were framed by the Canadian media from a variety of standpoints. 
Rele an  e ea ch fo nd articular representations of the EU according to 
[newspapers] own ideological affilia ion   Canadian press that side with conservative 
and pro-American stances tend to report EU-related issues in more Euro-sceptic ways 
(Retzlaff and Gänzle 2007, p. 86). 
On the short-term pane, the crises in the EU have left an increasingly negative imprint 
on the images of the Union in Canada. Research undertaken in 2015  the year that 
fea ed a d ama ic a  o he i eg la  mig a ion c i i  and he EU  fail e o co e 
i h i , a UK PM  deci ion o hold efe end m on he UK  e i  f om he EU, and e  
another peak in the Eurozone crisis in Greece  showed that media coverage of the EU 
in Canada prioritized these dramatic topics stressing negativity in the portrayals of the 
EU more than positivity (PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015; Rayroux, 2018). Yet, most of the 
coverage was still of neutral tenor (63 per cent). Perhaps then unsurprisingly, public 
opinion measured in Canada in 2015 remained relatively positive: 38.7 per cent of the 
e onden  fel  e  o  ome ha  o i i e  abo  he EU, hile j  10.5 per cent felt 
e  o  ome ha  nega i el  (Rayroux, 2018). The top adjectives chosen by the 
respondents of this survey to describe the EU were rather positive too  united, 
peaceful, trustworthy and efficient. In the 2017 Eurobarometer survey Future of 
Europe — Views from outside the EU , 79 per cent of respondents reported positive 
view on the EU, with 14 per cent of e onden  e o ed hei  ie  of he EU a  e  
o i i e  (E o ean Commi ion, 2017). Interviewed in 2015 elites also shared a 
generally positive view on the EU.  
Nevertheless, well informed about and socialised with Europe Canadian decision-
make  ha ed ce ain nega i e e ce ion . The  oin ed o a e ie  of c al 
weaknesses such as the inconsistencies between the EU and the member state level 
and he EU  b ea c a ic eg la o  cha ac e  and expressed frustration at the 
tensions between the Commission and the member states, which created numerous 
conf ion  among Canadian b ine eo le  (Ra o , 2018, . 69). In the latest 
period, Brexit has introduced more negativity into the public opinion. In his 
comprehensive study of EU perceptions in the context of Brexit in Canada, 
Hurrelmann (2018, 2020) cites Ipsos Mori survey (2016) that found 44 per cent of 
respondents in Canada seeing Brexit as a wrong decision for the UK and 47 per cent fo 
the EU. Morover, this survey also registered perceptions of harmful impact of Brexit 
on he EU  and he UK  econom  and global infl ence. Yet, a survey conducted only 
a year later  Eurobarometer survey (European Commission, 2017)  reported that the 
majority of Canadian respondents (66 per cent) totally agreed or tended to agree that 
the EU is a place of stability in the troubled world. 




Canada ee  i elf a  middle o e  of he o ld ( ee Z la (2019) in hi  S ecial I e; 
Haws, 1984; Cooper et al. 1993; Nossal, 2010). In a brief summary here, this particular 
self-vision is an outcome of the two World Wars (both of European origin). The legacy 
of he E o ean a   and Canada  con ib ion o hem  is thus a long-term factor 
on a global scale. According to Zyla (2019, p. 75, in this Special Issue), formulated in 
the aftermath of the WWII, the image of Canada as a middle power and a transatlantic 
bridgebuilder helped foreign policy officials in Ottawa to help Canadians to understand 
hei  co n  ela i e o e  ca abili ie , and ho  i  co ld con ib e o in e na ional 
politics .  
Mid-term imef ame had b il  on he image  of he middle o e  and b o gh  a 
vision of Canada and Europe as the drivers and supporters of the multilateral liberal 
world. In this historical period, Canada could relate to the EU as it saw the EU as a 
principled multilateral player (and, importantly for Canada, more so than the US, 
einfo cing he image of he EU a  a co n e eigh  o he US discussed above) 
(Retzlaff and Gänzle, 2008, pp. 72-73). Arguably, neutral-to-positive images of the EU 
lead in this historical period on this level. 
The short-term developments come with two major impacts that Canada cannot 
overlook or ignore  the election of Trump as the President of the US and Brexit. 
Commentators around the world argue that these two events have global repercussions 
and ignal a e io  h ea  o he m l ila e al libe al o ld o de . Canada  e ce ion  
of the EU27 as a vociferous advocate of multilateralism come with potential for positive 
evaluations. Canada and the EU are now sharing self-visions of being among main 
proponents of maintaining and reasserting the rules-based order, and their relations 
can be critical for the changing world. This argument is further supported by the 
reference of EU-Canada summit in July 2019 which stressed among its key points the 
ha ed commi men  hold b  he EU and Canada o eng hen he le -based 
international order  (E o ean Co ncil, 2019). The public opinion profiled a positive 
image in this context. In the 2015 survey (PPMI/NCRE/NFG, 2015), respondents, 
reflecting on the desirability and likelihood of EU international leadership, described 
a  e  o  ome ha  de i able global leade  by 58.7 per cent of the respondents vs. 
6 per cent ho a  i  a  e  he EU o  ome ha  nde i able i h 53.1 per cent 
ega ding hi  a  e  o  ome ha  likel  . 8.3 per cent unlikely. 
Conclusions 
This article proposes a conceptual model that factors external and internal drivers 
behind external perceptions in IR and allows to trace their interaction across 
geographical distances argued by social identity theory (Moles and Rohmer, 1978) and 
evolution across historical distances defined by historical geography (Braudel, 1989). 
Thi  a icle ed he ca e of Canada  e ce ion  of he EU o demon a e he model 
in ac ion and ace he men al ma ing  (Didelon-Loiseau and Grasland, 2014) of the 





Table 2: Geo-temporal Matrix: Results 






















Ambivalent ( E o e  in 
view, the legacy of 
colonial past and WWI 
and WWII)  
Initial indifference, 
followed by suspicion 
and negativity (due to 
perceived trade threats) 
 
Fluctuating depending on 
the government  
 
Dominated by a 





Positive image of an 
important trading partner 





Europe as a location with 
diplomatic expertise 
where negotiations with 
the US about the borders 
take place 
 
In 18th-20th centuries, the 
UK is using its diplomatic 
skills to secure territories 
fo  B i i h No h 
Ame ica  in nego ia ion  




Common Market splits 
NATO members who could 
participate in the North 
Atlantic-wide trade area 
and inc ea e  Canada  
economic dependency on 
the US) 
 
Positive (EEC/EC/EU as a 
counterbalance to the US; 










the context of the 
Commonwealth and in the 
ligh  of he UK  acce ion 
Positive (Canada-EU cordial 
and advanced relations vis-a-
i  he US  f ic ion  i h 












(Canada and European 
members continues to see eye-
to-e e on he NATO  
importance, while the US 
questions the alliance) 
 
Potentially 
divided/unclear in the 
context of Commonwealth, 
due to Brexit 
EU-
focused 
Neutral (Europe seen 
mostly in such issue-areas 
as economy, social and 
cultural affairs, research, 
science and technology, 
energy) 
 
Negative first (at the 
inception of the European 
project when the UK was 
about to join the EEC) 
 
Negative (in response to 
obstacles imposed by the 
EU in the area of trade 
policies) 
 
Neutral at the start of 21st 
century, when many EU 
initiatives took place (the 
Euro, Schengen, 
Enlargement) 
Negative in reaction to EU 
crises (e.g. migration crisis, 
Brexit) (NB: not necessarily 
negative about the EU as an 
institution, but instead about 
the things that are happening 
to the EU) 
 
Media framing is more 
negative, while public 
perceptions are more 






(legacy of WWI and 
WWII, but it leads to the 
self- i ion of middle 
o e )  
 
Neutral-to-positive 
(advocate and supporter of 
multilateralism, affinity 
with Canada) 
Positive (EU27 as an firm 
advocate for multilateralism 
and rules-based order in the 
world of Trump and Brexit; 
desirable global leader) 
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The Canada-focused perceptions reveal that images of the EU and EU-Canada 
relations are ambivalent throughout history, albeit for different reasons in every 
historical intersection. This inherent long-lasting ambivalence (leaning to positive 
images most recently) must be fac o ed in o he EU  f e dialog e i h Canada. 
Some of hi  ambi alence i  linked o he c clical e en  in he Canada  oli ical life  
the attitude and images of Europe/the EU may fluctuate according to the party that is 
elected to govern the country. While pragmatic and benefit-oriented images of the EU 
seem to emerge over time, the EU should account for its nuanced images when dealing 
with Canada across political continuum. This is even more important keeping in mind 
potential polarization of the Canadian political life in the mid-term future (short-term 
polarisation was argued by Hurrelmann, 2018, 2020). While current government 
supports a multilateral world- ie , Canada  majo  economic de endenc  on he US 
will remain. Despite some short-term crises in the US-Canada relations, the links 
between two countries continue to be multiple and deep. These trends may potentially 
mobilise a political majority with a stance aligning more with the US and moving away 
from multilateralism. Canada domestic politics will remain a key factor for the future 
Canada-EU relations and images of the EU.  
The Canada-specific perceptions had an additional geographical dimension to them. 
They were province- ecific eflec ing Canada  fede al c e and co n  egion  
difference in terms of geographical peculiarities, socio-economic profiles and historic-
cultural features (see also Verdun, 2019, in this Special Issue). The province-specific 
perceptions differed in their reflections on cultural connections as well as economic 
ties with the EU. Future studies of EU perceptions in Canada should factor differences 
across political continuum as well as provinces to inform a more effective dialogue of 
the EU with this democratic multilevel nation. 
The logic of regions  either geog a hical/No h Ame ican neighbo hood , ec i  
an a lan ic  o  geo oli ical hi o ical   has highlighted a set of visions of the EU that 
tend to locate themselves on the neutral-to-positive side of the evaluation continuum. 
Yet, negative views were also observed. The EU can be seen as an instrument to 
co n e balance Canada  hea  de endence on he US, he egional hegemon. 
However, depending on the political party at the helm, this image may be utilized more 
or less. The EU can be seen as an organization that brought together states who are 
NATO membe , and ho e a e Canada  ed a ne  in ec i  domain. Yet, the 
EU is seen as somewhat forgetful  if not ignorant  abo  Canada  ole and e ence 
in he A lan ic, he EU  a egic ecurity region. When seen through a prism of EU27 
 an international organization who continues to support multilateral principles dare 
to Canada  the EU is seen in a positive light, as an actor who shares with Canada 
common values in the global outlook.  
The EU perceptions from the EU-focused vantage point are dominated by negativity 
on mid- and short-term historical distances. While the valence remains, the focus of 
domesticity of it has shifted. The mid-term nega i i  a  linked o he EU  ac ion  in 
the trading area that were perceived to disadvantage Canada. The short-term 
negativity is linked to the internal crises of the EU that are seen to hurt the EU. While 
the domestic focus for negativity is now different, the dominance of the negative tenor 
over the years is of concern. S ecificall , hi  i  o in he con e  of he Canada  image 
of he EU a  an ac o  ho demon a ed neglec , lo  a a ene  and e en  
fo ge f lne  hen i  come  o Canada in he an a lan ic ela ion  no ed b  many 




The short-term observations in the EU-focused plane also demonstrated that there is 
a variation in EU perceptions across the cohorts. Public opinion on the EU is more 
positive vis-à-vis more negative media framing of the EU and ambivalent views among 
elites. This evaluation pattern invites future research to factor the cohort differences. 
Analysis of images of the EU in the EU-focused plane also invites to study framing of 
the EU across Canadian media, factoring their different political perspectives. This is 
in addition to the call to study perceptions of the EU ac o  Canada  oli ical 
continuum. 
The world-focused images of the EU are characterized by a positive modality linked to 
he middle o e  elf-vision of Canada and the image of critical importance of the 
multilateralism for Canada to succeed globally. As a champion and vocal advocate of 
the rules-based global order, the EU is perceived as a kindred partner by the Canadian 
elites and a desirable leader by the Canadian public. This positive tenor is important 
for the EU27 post-Brexit  Canada  elf-vision will resonate with the strategic vision 
of the EU and make Canada a natural key partner for the EU on the global scale. The 
field of perceptions studies in Canada will benefit from the next wave of research when 
Brexit is finalized and the US completes its next elections in 2024. 
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